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Abstract
In a multimedia production environment where multiple users work with assets present in a dis-
tributed file system, assets can range from the original video captured on the field to the ones that
will be broadcasted later, after production is finished. These assets can be either single video files
or complex packages containing multiple files and custom metadata. In these types of environ-
ments it is important to know, at any given point in time, where the files are, as well as who is
working on them and how long each task is taking. In such scenarios, problems such as knowing if
a given file is present in an asset after production, tracing the assets so that we know the path they
took throughout the network or even keeping track of the files when they change identity, need to
be solved.
The proposed solution aims to tackle the problem present in tracing the path that these assets
took while keeping up with their identities and showing the user this information in a simple yet
meaningful way. We do this by using graph based databases to maintain the connection between
the different paths that the assets took, while maintaining a list of identities that each asset had
throughout the process so that when assets change we still know which one they are.
Solutions like these are valuable not only in the multimedia production context but also in
other areas such as in electronic commerce and distribution. Enterprises like eBay[Neo15] are
using graph based technologies to enhance their delivery service routing, making it possible that
products are delivered in the same day as ordered.
This solution has also the added value of being able to provide insightful information to rec-
ommendation systems and intelligent search engines through an API that will give them access to
the information we gather, which will be useful to them as they can use it to provide better results
for its users.
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Resumo
Num ambiente de produção de conteúdos de multimédia onde múltiplos utilizadores trabalham
com assets que estão presentes num ambiente de ficheiros distribuídos, os assets podem ser desde
o vídeo capturado originalmente em trabalho de campo até aos conteúdos que serão emitidos pos-
teriormente depois de a produção ter terminado. Estes assets podem conter apenas um vídeo,
ou serem compostos por pacotes complexos contendo múltiplos vídeos e metadata customizada.
Nestes tipos de ambientes é importante saber, em cada ponto de tempo, onde é que os ficheiros
estão, quem está a trabalhar neles e quanto tempo é que cada tarefa está a demorar. Em cenários
assim, problemas como saber se um dado ficheiro está presente num asset após a produção, ras-
trear os assets para que possamos saber o caminho que eles percorreram pela rede ou até para
mantermos a informção sobre os seus ficheiros quando estes trocam de identidade, irão aparecer e
precisam de ser resolvidos.
A Solução proposta visa a resolver o problema do rastreamento do caminho dos assets en-
quanto mantém informação relativamente à sua identidade e mostrando ao utilizador esta infor-
mação de uma forma simples mas eficiente. A solução passa pelo use de bases de dados baseadas
em grafos para dar um maior ênfase às ligações entre os vários caminhos e locais por onde os
assets passaram, enquanto mantemos uma lista de todas as identidades conhecidas para cada asset
ao longo do seu percurso de forma a sabermos sempre de que asset se trata.
Soluções como esta apresentam um valor acrescentado não só em ambientes de produção de
multimédia mas também em outras áreas como o comércio eletrónico e distribuição. Empresas
como o eBay[Neo15] estão a usar tecnologias baseadas em grafos de modo a melhorarem o seu
serviço de distribuição, fazendo assim possível que os seus produtos possam ser entregues no
mesmo dia da sua encomenda.
Este género de solução tem também como valor acrescentado poder fornecer informação sobre
o sistema a sistemas de recomendação e de pesquisa inteligente, através de uma API desenvolvida
para facilitar o acesso à informação que é recolhida e tratada pela solução, melhorando assim a
qualidade dos resultados destas plataformas.
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“There is an art to flying, or rather a knack.
Its knack lies in learning to throw yourself at the ground and miss.
Clearly, it is this second part, the missing, that presents the difficulties.”
The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy
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Chapter 1
Introduction2
In the current age and time as people recur more and more to multimedia as a way to gather the4
news, get in touch with others across the globe or watch their favorite TV series, the demand
for better contents keeps rising[AVN] and thus it creates a need for more organized and modular6
multimedia workflows so that content can be produced fast while keeping maximum quality.
With multimedia production environments being mostly distributed environments where dif-8
ferent teams cooperate to get to the finished product, problems such as team synchronization and
resource management can usually be big problems that are hard to manage.10
Our solution aims to complement other multimedia workflow management systems and add
missing functionalities.12
1.1 Context
This thesis is an extension to a project developed by MOG Technologies, a company that has14
a product that helps teams in multimedia environments by removing the need for manual asset
management.16
The project is named SKYWATCH[MOG] and it consists of three modules that aim to com-
plete each other and add to the functionalities already present on MOG’s solutions.18
One of the modules that the project consists of is meant to give the user full information on the
files that exist throughout the network, where they are and who used them. That will be the core20
of the problem that we will be facing, and the module presented in this work.
1.2 Motivation22
With the rapid evolution of working place environments that we are experiencing thanks to im-
provements on the underlying technologies, we are now able to automate most of the repetitive24
tasks on production workflows.
1
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Automation of repetitive tasks leads to workers having more time to do creative tasks, thus
increasing productivity. 2
The current project envisions to give more information for users and other tools to use so that
we can keep on raising productivity levels by removing some of the extra work that can be done 4
faster by computers. Our main objectives are to provide a clear view of the state of the files on
a distributed file system since they entered the system. We will be tracing the path the files took 6
throughout the network and give this information to users who can, thanks to this information, see
who, when and where the files were previously used, but also to other applications who can use 8
this information to generate statistics or search the network for specific files or their attributes.
1.3 Goals 10
The main objective of this thesis is to provide a module that given the information of the processes
that lay underneath it, be it transformations made upon the files or the action of moving one file 12
to another location, infers information about the location, status and identity of each file on the
network. 14
This information is then made available for querying either by users, through either a console
based or graphical based interface, but also to other modules and applications through an API that 16
will be also developed concurrently with the project.
We are also aiming to provide an alternative solution to some aspects of DAMs PAMs and 18
MAMs, which are asset management systems, because whilst they provide a number of very
useful features for media production teams they are also very expensive solutions. 20
1.4 Dissertation Structure
As of the current date, this dissertation has a total of 5 chapters, including this introduction. 22
Next we have the Background and Related Work 2 chapter where we have an overview of the
state of the art regarding graph databases, current implementation of these technologies, work on 24
file tracing systems, one-way hashing algorithms and multimedia specific software solutions for
workflows and project management. 26
On chapter 3, Proposed Solution, we have an overview of the proposed solution, taking into
account both the environment agnostic solution and our environment specific implementation in 28
multimedia. We talk about how the solution provides insight that is currently being pursued in
these environments as well as the added value present in the solution. 30
Following the Proposed Solution we have the Validation 4 chapter where we have described
how we validated our solution and work. This includes feedback from multimedia production 32
companies who were greatly interested in the added value that this solution brings to the table.
Before we finish we take a look at the future on a chapter aptly named Future Work 5, here we 34
will describe the work that will be developed in the future.
2
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To finish we have the Conclusions 6, where we take note of some of the conclusions that we
were able to gather duration the development of this software solution.2
3
Introduction
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work2
File tracing systems are mainly used by security applications and file systems to ensure both the4
consistency and traceability of its files. There are some advantages to enterprises as with a file
tracing system there is the possibility to integrate their file systems into Enterprise Data [SP10].6
This integration comes in the form of Linked Data which can be used to integrate the enterprise
information [KSROSSBL09].8
2.1 Graphs
A graph is a set of special objects that are interconnected by links. These objects are referenced10
as Nodes and the links as Edges. A simple example of a graph can be seen represented on 2.1.
Figure 2.1: A simple graph with 6 nodes and 7 edges [Wikb].
2.1.1 Nodes12
In graphs, Nodes are simple entities that can have any number of properties and are connected
to each other by what we call Edges. Nodes can represent many different types of information,14
imagine for example the streets of a city, a node can represent intersections between roads while
the edges connecting them can represent the roads themselves.16
5
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2.1.2 Edges
Edges are the elements of the Graph that connect two Nodes. These elements can be either di- 2
rected, meaning they can only be transversed from their origin Node to the target Node, or undi-
rected, which means that they can either be transversed from any of the two Nodes to the other. 4
2.2 Graph Databases
Graph databases are used in a variety of areas, specially where the connections between objects 6
in the data model are as important or even more important than the data itself, as we can see on
table 2.1. 8
Database Model Abstraction Level Base Data Structure Information Focus
Network Physical Pointers + Records Records
Relational Logical Relations Data + Attributes
Semantic User Graph Schema + Relations
Object-Oriented Physical / Logical Objects Object + Methods
Semi-structured Logical Tree Data + Components
Graph Logical / User Graph Data + Relations
Table 2.1: A coarse-grained comparison of the most influential database models in respect to
abstraction level, base data structure and information focus [AG08].
In the problem we are tackling there is no requirement for data handling, we are only worried
about the locations and transformations that the files took, and that information is better repre- 10
sented on the edges as it is not information related to the files themselves, but to the events that
occurred in the network. 12
2.2.1 The Need For Graph Databases Rises
Research on Graph Databases topics was popular in the 1990s but it quickly died off when XML 14
and the Internet arrived in the scene [BO12].
On more recent years lots of areas produce information that is best handled by graph networks. 16
The interest on this technology rose again and more research is being made in the area. Although
research effort rose, there is still no standard graph database model [SWX12], as each graph 18
database is optimized for a specific set of tasks or queries.
Graph theory had influences in some of the major database models throughout the years as we 20
can see in Figure 2.2 which represents the evolution of database models taking into account the
theoretical basis for such models. 22
6
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Figure 2.2: Evolution of database models [AG08].
2.2.2 The Modern Times
Current graph databases are more polished and prepared to work with big data [JV13]. Investiga-2
tion has continued and more evolved models are arriving. We will be going through some of the
solutions that hit the market in recent years.4
– Neo4j [Neo]
Neo4j is a graph database that works on a network oriented model.6
– DEX [MMG07] [DEX]
DEX is a very efficient graph database. Its focus is management of very large graphs and8
multiple data sources.
– Orientdb [Ori]10
Orientdb is a document based graph database. Their database is fast and prepared for big
data.12
– Titan [Tit]
Titan is a distributed graph database. Built for speed and supports multiple machine clusters,14
it is able to query graphs containing hundreds of billions of vertices and edges.
7
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To measure graph database usage we will look at the table provided by db-engines[DBE]
regarding graph databases. 2
Rank Score
Jun 2016 May 2016 Jun 2015 DBMS Model Jun 2016 May 2016 Jun 2015
1 1 1 Neo4j Graph 34.03 +1.43 +3.53
2 2 2 OrientDB Multi 5.93 -0.20 +1.70
3 3 3 Titan Graph 5.07 +0.27 +1.42
Table 2.2: Usage score for graph databases.
The score present in the table above 2.2 were calculated based on[DBE]:
• Number of mentions of the system on websites 4
• General interest in the system
• Frequency of technical discussions about the system 6
• Number of job offers, in which the system is mentioned
• Number of profiles on professional networks, in which the system is mentioned 8
• Relevance in social networks
The data we are going to be handling can range from dozens of nodes generated by day to 10
hundreds of thousands depending on the system so ideally we would like to look more in depth at
something like Titan which is ready for a multiple machine deploy [JV13]. 12
2.2.3 The TinkerPop Stack
The TinkerPop stack is an open-source graph framework serving as the middleman between the 14
programmer and the graph database behind it. Several graph databases, such as the ones men-
tioned in the previous sections, support the TinkerPop stack, specially Gremlin, its graph traversal 16
language.
8
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Figure 2.3: The TinkerPop Stack [Tina].
This stack is composed as of June 2016 by six different modules, which can be seen in fig-
ure 2.3, that let graph databases extend their functionalities, thus guaranteeing that switching from2
a system to another is simple and fast.
These different modules build one on top of the other to provide a streamlined experience.4
2.2.3.1 Blueprints
TinkerPop Blueprints [Tind], is a property graph model that works much like the Java database6
controller but for graph databases.
This technology will then allow for one working only with Blueprints to be able to use a graph8
database in a way that it is abstracted from its implementation, so that a user can change from one
graph database to another without much effort.10
Most major graph databases nowadays propose a Blueprints implementation [JV13].
2.2.3.2 Pipes12
Pipes is a module dedicated to provide a data flow API for processing graphs. It is thanks to
pipes, as an underlying technology, that Gremlin is able provide the user with most of its core14
functionalities.
9
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2.2.3.3 Gremlin
Gremlin is a DSL for traversing property graphs, one can think about gremlin for graph databases 2
what one thinks about SQL to relational databases.
2.2.3.4 Frames 4
Frames is the module that is responsible for mapping between domain objects and the graph’s
nodes and edges. One can think of frames as an ORM for graphs. 6
2.2.3.5 Furnace
Furnace is a module that comprehends a vast collection of common graph analysis algorithms for 8
property graphs. It is able to do search via A*, Breadth-first, Depth-first. Solves shortest path
problems, degree distribution and can compute PageRank. 10
2.2.3.6 Rexster
Rexster exposes any Blueprints enabled graph through a uniform RESTful API. It is also able to 12
provide a binary protocol by the name of RexPro [Tinb]. It contains a browser-based interface and
a command line tool to interact with the API. 14
2.2.4 Titan
Titan is a Graph Database optimized to work against billions of nodes and edges [thia][thib], it 16
gives you the choice as to which database you want to have it working on, like Cassandra [Apac]
and HBase [Apaa], while supporting many concurrent users doing various operations simultane- 18
ously.
Titan is built with native integration with the TinkerPop Stack [Tinc] and supports integration 20
with multiple search technologies like Lucene [Apab] and Elasticsearch [Ela].
Thanks to the integration present between Titan and the TinkerPop stack we are able to expose 22
the graph stored by titan using a simple REST API by the means of Rexter, one of the tools present
in the TinkerPop stack. 24
The integration with search engines lets us index our information in multiple ways depending
on our needs. Very simple requirements which only need exact matching results can use the 26
internal indexing system of titan that, while very fast does not have many features. Talking about
features Lucene leads the race here, being the search technology that provides more features. The 28
limiting factor with Lucene is that it only supports one machine so its harder to scale. The third
alternative is Elasticsearch which while it has less features than Lucene its distributed natures lets 30
us scale Titan easily, allowing for bigger datasets and query results.
10
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2.3 File Tracing Systems
While File Tracing Systems are not a very common tool for the end user they are used by operating2
systems to detect changes to files and folder in their file systems.
Other implementations of File Tracing Systems include security applications where some files4
or folders are kept under watch to try and detect:
• Administration issues6
• Database issues
• File signature issues8
• File changes
Here our focus lies on the File Changes category.10
One of the perhaps most known security system of the kind, Tripwire [KS94], tries to achieve
this by creating a record of the file’s signature and checks if the signature has been changed, guar-12
anteeing that the file is still the original one. This can be done using one-way hashing algorithms.
2.3.1 One-Way Hashing14
Hashing functions, more specifically one-way hashing functions, are tools mostly used in cryptog-
raphy to transform an arbitrarily size of information into a bit string of a certain fixed size and they16
are designed to be one-way functions, meaning that from the bit string you cannot get the original
message unlike in for example compression functions.18
Ideally these one-way hash functions should be quick to compute regardless of the size of the
input, it should be unfeasible to recreate the original content, should be unfeasible to find two20
different inputs such that the end result would be the same, and a small change on input should
create a big change on the output.22
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Figure 2.4: The SHA-1 hash function exhibits good avalanche effect. When a single bit is changed
the hash sum becomes completely different. [Wika].
This last property is called the Avalanche Effect[Fei] and it states that if a small change is made
to the input, like for example changing the value of one bit then the result of the hashing function 2
should change significantly. Such a property can be seen in, for example, the SHA-1 hash function
represented in figure 2.4. 4
A good degree of the Avalanche Effect is needed, otherwise the effect of poor randomization
means that predictions can be made about the input, which drastically lowers the time needed to 6
recover part of or even the full original input.
Regarding the infeasibility to produce two inputs such that the final output is the same, it 8
is required so that an attacker can not produce for example a computer virus that has the same
signature as one of our files thus making us believe that this is our file, known to be safe, instead 10
of a threat.
A comparison was made at the time to evaluate the number of collisions these hashing methods 12
would have when facing a normal file system. We can see this comparison on table 2.3.
12
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Frequency of Signature Collisions
(254,686 signatures)
Signature
Number of collisions
Total
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 >9
16-bit checksum (sum) 14177 6647 2437 800 235 62 12 2 1 24375
16-bit CRC 15022 6769 2387 677 164 33 5 0 0 25059
32-bit CRC 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 5
64-bit DES-CBC 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
128-bit MD4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
128-bit MD5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
128-bit Snefru 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 2.3: Collision frequencies of signatures gathered from file systems at Purdue University and
Sun Microsystems, Inc. [KS94]
As we can see, one-way hash functions as described in [Poy92; Bas92; Mer90] become valu-
able integrity checking tools as they are known to take a short amount of time to compute and can2
be used to give a certain file an identity.
2.3.2 Multimedia Solutions4
Still regarding file tracing systems there are some solutions currently being used by companies
which provide them a way to keep track of, and explore their files and file systems. We can see an6
overview of the current solutions on figure 2.5. These solutions come primarily in three different
types:8
• Digital Asset Management, DAM
• Media Asset Management, MAM10
• Production Asset Management, PAM
The highest level of asset management is known as Digital Asset Management, DAM. It pro-12
vides highly abstract features that are able to deal with any type of asset.
It is used to provide these features to low demanding environments where users do not have14
the need for more specialized features that are present in the Media Asset Management, MAM and
the Production Asset Management, PAM. The features provided by the DAM include but are not16
limited to:
• Moving Assets18
• Replicating Assets
• Parsing Assets20
13
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• Destroying Assets
• Searching Assets 2
On the next level we have Media Asset Management, MAM, these are not only able to replicate
assets but also to work with media assets, slicing, splicing and truncating them, between other 4
functionalities differing from vendor to vendor. These work mainly with digital media assets such
as visual images, audio and their metadata. 6
Finally we have Production Asset Management, PAM which thanks to the foundation that was
built by the MAM can provide users with jobs such as scheduling of tasks, workflow management, 8
workflow execution and integration with editing tools and platforms.
Figure 2.5: The various asset management systems [TvT].
2.4 Conclusions 10
Graphs are an important tool to information systems as they provide us with a structure that gives
more relevance to the links between its entities than to the entities themselves, which is a much 12
desired property when one is working in an environment where the entities are transformed and
altered, changing their current state into a new one that is connected by this transformation to the 14
previous one.
This said, while graph databases are still young, they are pushing for standards and currently 16
evolving at a healthy pace. They have proven to be able to tackle everyday problems in multi-
ple industries [BO12] and are improving daily. They look promising to use as a tool to record 18
information when the connections between the data are more important than data itself [AG08].
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File integrity problems have long been tackled and good solutions exist by security softwares
such as Tripwire. These solutions use one-way hashing functions to provide the user with an UID2
for the files present in the file system, such that these UIDs can be tracked during a given period
of time providing useful and insightful information for the users of these systems.4
The state of the software solutions present in the multimedia world is quite odd as companies
do not really know what to label their product. While there is technically an overall view of what6
kinds of softwares are DAMs, MAMs and PAMs there is still the need to create a more in depth
specification as to what operations are meant to be in the MAM realm and which are meant to be8
in the PAM side of things.
15
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Chapter 3
Architecture and Development2
As portrayed in chapter 1 the current solution will integrate with a system already in production4
and more applications that will be extending that system. In Figure 3.1 we can see an overview of
the proposed architecture for the module currently being developed, named Skywatch.6
The focus of this document will rely upon the Asset Tracing Module, its API, Service Database
and GUI. We will also be covering some aspects regarding the Application Database, Application8
API and mxfSpeedRail Interface as these are modules that will either help develop or extend our
solution.10
The software and work developed during this thesis corresponds to the Asset Tracing Module
and the mxfSpeedRail Interface.12
3.1 mxfSpeedRail
The mxfSpeedRail is a hardware/software package developed by MOG Technologies that does a14
series of operations on multimedia assets.
Its features comprehend wrapping and unwrapping media assets, moving them, editing meta-16
data and other features to support multimedia production environments. To the act of applying one
or more of these features to one or more assets we call a Workflow.18
As these types of operations happen multiple times for the creation of a single final asset for
any given piece of work, the information handled and outputted by this system is large, and stored20
only temporarily on its own database.
With the solution that we are currently developing we aim to use this information to answer22
some of the needs of the production environments that use this system.
17
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Figure 3.1: Global solution architecture.
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3.2 Skywatch
Skywatch is a module built on top of the mxfSpeedRail system, open and ready to more integra-2
tions in the future, that encompasses an interface for said system, which collects and stores the
information gathered by it. This information is then transformed with a configurable interface that4
provides the information to higher level modules through a REST and WebSocket based API.
Higher level modules such as Simulation and Analytics, Smart Search and Asset Tracing as6
well as future modules can request the information that they need through this configurable inter-
face so that they receive the data mapped to their own databases.8
3.3 mxfSpeedRail Interface
The mxfSpeedRail Interface was developed as part of this work as a support tool for the higher10
level modules. Its an interface that gathers information from the mxfSpeedRail as this system only
stores its information temporarily and transforms the data gathered to a more standard format.12
After the data is collected and stored in the Application Database its made available for the
modules living inside Skywatch.14
Even though all the data is stored in the Application Database in different document types, the
modules can, if they wish, request only some of the types of documents or even just some fields16
of certain document types.
3.3.1 Application Database18
The Application Database will serve as a middle man between the mxfSpeedRail Interface and
other future software interfaces, and the modules developed inside the Skywatch application. It20
contains the information present in the underlying technologies, like the mxfSpeedRail, but trans-
formed to a standardized format know to the modules present in the Skywatch application. Its an22
ever growing database of collected data from other systems that serves as a central repository for
data to be queried by the above modules, so that they can create their own Service Databases.24
To do this the modules have to query the Application Database either through a REST API or
a Websocket API. These serve as internal communication methods.26
3.3.2 REST API
One way to extract the information from the application database is to request all the information28
gathered since a given moment.
To do this the higher modules need to send a request to the mxfSpeedRail Interface following30
the format as described in table 3.1.
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Key Name Type of Values Description
start String
This field contains a string that
has the date from which the user
wants to gather the data.
fields Array of strings The fields that the user needs.
<Field Descriptors> Array of strings
For each field that the user
has requested he then specifies here
the types of data that correspond to those fields.
Table 3.1: REST API request format.
An example of a request that asks for all metadata present in assets documents since January,
2012 can be seen in the 3.1 listing. 2
1 {
2 s t a r t : ’ 01−01−2012 ’ , 4
3 f i e l d s : [
4 ’ A s s e t . m e t a d a t a ’ 6
5 ]
6 A s s e t . m e t a d a t a : [ 8
7 ’ Document ’ ,
8 ’ Document ’ 10
9 ]
10 } 12
Listing 3.1: Get all metadata from assets since January 2012.
The JSON format as described in 3.1 needs to be sent to the API so that it returns the data
requested. This is done via a GET request to the server exposing the API. The start field is the 14
starting date from when the module wants the data in a string format. The fields field is an array
containing the paths to the classes or properties that the module wants to retrieve. For example if 16
a module wanted all the objects of the Asset and Workflow classes it would have in its fields field
the array as shown in the 3.2 listing. 18
1 f i e l d s : [
2 ’ A s s e t ’ , 20
3 ’ Workflow ’
4 ] 22
Listing 3.2: Asset and Workflow classes as objects.
Then the module has to have an amount of Field Descriptors equal to the amount of fields
specifying the data types of the given fields in order. An example for the above example can be 24
seen on listing 3.3.
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1 A s s e t : [
2 ’ Document ’2
3 ]
4 Workflow : [4
5 ’ Document ’
6 ]6
Listing 3.3: Asset and Workflow field descriptors.
A more complex example can be seen on listings 3.4 and 3.5 where we can see an hypothetical
object and the JSON needed to ask for the creationDate and keywords fields inside its metadata8
document since November 2014. As we can see inside the field descriptors we have to provide,
separated by the dot(.) character, the type of object that the API will handle. For arrays we can10
ask for the First, Last or All entries.
1 A s s e t : {12
2 _ i d : ’ a R a n d o m O b j e c t I d e n t i f i e r ’
3 m e t a d a t a : {14
4 c r e a t i o n D a t e : ’ ab−cd−e f gh : i j : k l ’
5 keywords : [16
6 ’ a s s e t ’ ,
7 ’ m e t a d a t a ’ ,18
8 ’ i n f o r m a t i o n
9 ]20
10 }
11 }22
Listing 3.4: Get all metadata from assets since January 2012.
1 {
2 s t a r t : ’ 01−11−2014 ’ ,24
3 f i e l d s : [
4 ’ A s s e t . m e t a d a t a . c r e a t i o n D a t e ’ ,26
5 ’ A s s e t . m e t a d a t a . keywords ’
6 ]28
7 A s s e t . m e t a d a t a . c r e a t i o n D a t e : [
8 ’ Document ’ ,30
9 ’ Document ’ ,
10 ’ F i e l d ’32
11 ] ,
12 A s s e t . m e t a d a t a . keywords : [34
13 ’ Document ’ ,
14 ’ Document ’ ,36
15 ’ Array . A l l ’
16 ]38
17 }
Listing 3.5: Get all metadata from assets since January 2012.
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3.3.3 Websocket API
The Websocket API serves a similar purpose to the REST API, delivering the data stored in the 2
Application Database to higher level modules that request it, but it has one particularity. After
a module connects to the Websocket API the connection only closes upon request, sending the 4
module all the information since the requested timestamp and keeping the module updated every
time a new document arrives at the database that follows the configuration created by the module. 6
To use this API a module needs to send a start action to the Websocket API containing the
configuration specifying the documents and fields that it wants to receive, formatted as present on 8
table 3.2. We can see an example Websocket API call showcased on listing 3.6.
Key Name Type of Values Description
action String
This field contains a string that
contains the action that the
user wants to do.
start String
This field contains a string that
has the date from which the user
wants to gather the data.
fields Array of strings The fields that the user needs.
<Field Descriptors> Array of strings
For each field that the user
has requested he then specifies here
the types of data that correspond to those fields.
Table 3.2: Websocket API request format.
1 { 10
2 a c t i o n : ’ s t a r t ’ ,
3 s t a r t : ’ 01−11−2014 ’ , 12
4 f i e l d s : [
5 ’ A s s e t . m e t a d a t a . c r e a t i o n D a t e ’ , 14
6 ’ A s s e t . m e t a d a t a . keywords ’
7 ] 16
8 A s s e t . m e t a d a t a . c r e a t i o n D a t e : [
9 ’ Document ’ , 18
10 ’ Document ’ ,
11 ’ F i e l d ’ 20
12 ] ,
13 A s s e t . m e t a d a t a . keywords : [ 22
14 ’ Document ’ ,
15 ’ Document ’ , 24
16 ’ Array . A l l ’
17 ] 26
18 }
Listing 3.6: Get all metadata from assets since January 2012 and keep sending new entries.
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The Websocket API will answer with an ok message 3.7.
1 {2
2 a c t i o n : ’ ok ’
3 }4
Listing 3.7: Ok action.
Then the module needs to send a stayalive action atleast verysixty seconds to keep the con-
nection open. 3.8.6
1 {
2 a c t i o n : ’ s t a y a l i v e ’8
3 }
Listing 3.8: Stay alive action.
To each of the stayalive messages the Websocket API will answer with the same message 3.8,10
so that the modules can be sure that the connection is still open.
At any point in time the module can send a close action to end the connection 3.9.12
1 {
2 a c t i o n : ’ c l o s e ’14
3 }
Listing 3.9: Close connection action.
The Websocket API answers with an ok action as seen on 3.7.16
The only mandatory field in the Websocket API request JSON is the action field, the Websocket
API first looks into the action field to determine if it will need to look into the other JSON fields.18
Implementation and support for Websockets is required by any module that wants to communicate
via this Websocket API.20
3.4 Asset Tracing Module
The Asset Tracing Module can be briefly described as a file tracker.22
It lives on top of the Application Database and Skywatch’s software interfaces and can keep
track of the current and previous locations of the files present there. Its core functions are repre-24
senting the underlying file system in the form of a graph database that can be queried for specific
files or time periods. This allows for the users of this system to have information available readily26
just by selecting the file that they want to see the trace on the Skywatch GUIs.
Implementation of the GUI is not a part of the scope of this thesis but mockups were created28
to show how could one represent the information present in this module in a graphical interface.
We can see this in fig. 3.2.30
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Figure 3.2: GUI Mockup
Some of the problems tackled here are present in security systems, as file integrity plays a
major role in those systems [SP10]. In our case even though most of the files on the underlying 2
system have an UID there are certain file types that do not maintain that identifier, obliging us
to create a solution to that problem. The current proposed solution is based upon the solution 4
suggested by Schandl et al [SP10] where they used file hashes to make sure that files where not
fiddled with. In this solution we implemented a similar functionality where for a given file we 6
maintain a list of its known hashes so that when that given file is transformed we can calculate the
hash for the new file and know that both of those hashes in reality are for the same original file. 8
To do this, this module first asks the REST API and the Websocket API for the data present in
its database to make sure that its synced with the underlying interfaces. It collects the information 10
related to Assets their locations and the Worflows that operated on the network. With this infor-
mation it starts building the graph for the network. It starts by adding to the graph all the assets 12
on the database as a node and then looks into the workflows to find what happened to those assets
since the beginning of the time frame that it is processing. 14
All this processed information is stored in a Titan powered, Berkeley DB and Elastic Search
enabled database that can be queried, project data or MapReduced. 16
The core functionalities present in this module will then serve its information and data to other
modules through its API and give this information to other applications such as the Skywatch GUI 18
through the Application API.
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3.4.1 Service Database
The file system that we are watching is residing in a system on a level below of that of the mxf-2
SpeedRail represented on Figure 3.1. That mxfSpeedRail module works with the files on that
system, thus giving access to it through the mxfSpeedRail interface. This information is then han-4
dled and indexed on the Application Database. When the information is transmitted between the
mxfSpeedTail and the Application Database through the mxfSpeedRail Interface it is transformed6
into a standardized format known to the application living inside the Skywatch ecosystem.
This database will then serve as the basis for any operations and queries that these applications8
need, through the use of the REST and Websocket APIs.
3.4.2 API10
The Asset Tracing Module API serves as a bridge to the rest of the modules that are present on this
application. It makes available to other modules the information stored on its Service Database as12
well as other methods for more complex data analysis and retrieval.
It makes its information available through two types of calls:14
• API REST Calls;
• Scripting Calls;16
3.4.2.1 API REST Calls
The Asset Tracing Module API gives access to most of its information through a REST API.18
Other modules can ask for information that they need by accessing the following API routes:
• /api/assets/{asset_id}20
• /api/assets/location/{asset_id}
• /api/assets/location/last/{asset_id}22
The /api/assets/{asset_id} route provides the caller with the graph containing the information
present on the database that is relevant to the asset with that given id. In the mocked GUI show-24
cased earlier 3.2 we could be looking at the information relevant to Asset A that was present in
the database at the time. It shows the first times that the asset appeared in our system, an asset26
can appear in multiple locations via systems other than ours, how it changed from one location
to another, what we know about its state in each of the locations and other relevant assets that28
interacted with it.
The /api/assets/location/{asset_id} route gives the caller the information that we have regard-30
ing the presence of the asset in the locations where it has been at least once. Locations not shown
on the response body are to assume that we do not know nothing about the presence of the asset32
there. Still referring to the GUI mockup from earlier 3.2 if we were to call this route with the id of
Asset A we would get the response as in 3.10.34
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1 {
2 L o c a t i o n S t a t u s : [ 2
3 l o c a t i o n A : ’ A l i v e ’ ,
4 l o c a t i o n B : ’Unknown ’ , 4
5 l o c a t i o n C : ’ Dead ’
6 ] 6
7 }
Listing 3.10: /api/assets/location/{asset_id}.
This JSON contains only an array, LocationStatus, containing key-value pairs for each loca- 8
tion. The key is the name of the location and the value is the current status. Values can be either
Alive, Unknown or Dead, depending on the information we currently have on that location. 10
Finally, regarding the /api/assets/location/last/{asset_id}, its behaviour is very similar as the 12
last route but it only returns an array with all current known locations or the last known lo-
cation(s). As we can see in listing 3.11 instead of a key-value array we just receive an array 14
containing the names of the locations where the asset was last seen Alive.
1 { 16
2 L o c a t i o n S t a t u s : [
3 ’ l o c a t i o n A ’ 18
4 ]
5 } 20
Listing 3.11: /api/assets/location/last/{asset_id}.
3.4.2.2 Scripting Calls
Scripting calls let other modules run Gremlin scripts on the Asset Tracing module, thus giving 22
them full access to Gremlin’s functionalities.
This is part of Gremlin’s core features, other modules can use the Gremlin shell to remotely 24
connect to the Asset Tracing module and execute Gremlin query or scripts.
This make available for the other modules the same amount of information that the Asset Trac- 26
ing module has, while maintaining the information the information unaltered as write permissions
were disabled for this feature. 28
3.5 Application API
The Skywatch application is ready to integrate with other modules and tools developed alongside it. 30
To make this possible other modules and tools can use the Application API to request information
from this module. Documentation for this API is provided in a per-request basis as its considered 32
an internal tool for development and is out of the scope of this thesis. Basically it provides all the
necessary routes for users to be able to query the underlying systems and use that information to 34
create derived tools or GUIs.
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3.6 GUIs
The GUI module will serve as the entry point for system usage. Users will be able to see the2
current state of the system as well as the files they chose to watch.
The Asset Tracing GUI will be complemented by the Simulation and Analytics GUI and the4
Smart Search GUI to provide a complete experience to the user, which will be able to query
all the information made available by all of the modules. This information will come from the6
Application API and should provide reliable information through a clean interface so that system
usage is kept simple and intuitive.8
In terms of the Asset Tracing GUI it is out of the scope of this thesis. It will be an integration
done with the Smart Search GUI so that after a user finds the asset that he is looking for he can10
then see its progress in the network by the means of this GUI.
27
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Chapter 4
Validation2
4.1 Development Validation Scenarios4
In an ideal scenario the application should be validated as one solution on a working system. This
is unfortunately impossible in our current scenario as no company will accept to test unfinished6
software in a real production system where no failure is acceptable.
To circumvent this situation we launched a mxfSpeedRail system in our development envi-8
ronment and redirected all the output from all the other mxfSpeedRail systems running tests for
the software development teams to ours, thus creating a huge throughput of data and a feasible10
representation of the load in real systems.
We then created some predesigned workflows so that we could verify if both the developed12
modules were working correctly. The results where satisfactory as both developed solutions be-
haved as expected. Every scenario was done using both the REST API and the Wesocket API.14
4.2 Experimental Results
4.2.1 Scenario 1 - Moving an asset16
In this scenario we made the mxfSpeedRail move an asset between two different locations.
After the workflow is added to the mxfSpeedRail machine and it is executed, the mxfSpeedRail18
interface sees the event and collects the data related to the asset that was moved and the workflow
that was executed, transforms it and inserts the data to the Application Interface.20
When the Asset Tracing Module gets the information it adds it to its database, ready to be
queried. When the user requests for example all the assets present in the system we can verify that22
the asset was correctly added by comparing its UID with the original UID from the asset used in
the mxfSpeedRail. The assets current and previous locations were also added and are now available24
for query.
We consider this scenario to be complete and without any minor or major problems.26
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4.2.2 Scenario 2 - Transforming an asset (Simple)
In this scenario we made the mxfSpeedRail transform an asset from one media format to another 2
while staying in the same location and preserving UID.
The process of verification and results were the same as in the first scenario. 4
We consider this scenario to be complete and without any minor or major problems.
4.2.3 Scenario 3 - Transforming an asset (Advanced) 6
In this scenario we made the mxfSpeedRail transform an asset from one media format to another
while changing locations and losing its UID. 8
The process of verification was the same as in the first scenario.
To verify that the results were as intended we queried the database for the original UID of the 10
asset and observed if the same asset was present in our new location with a new UID which was
calculated by the Asset Tracing Module. Results were as intended. 12
We consider this scenario to be complete and without any minor or major problems.
4.2.4 Observations on the results 14
We validated the three most simple, but most important scenarios for our solution without any
hiccups as it was intended. There is though, still much work to be done to support more complex 16
scenarios and workflows such as the merge of two different assets. We will go into more detail
into these other scenarios on the next chapter. 18
4.3 Business Validation Scenario
As changing the current development workflows present in multimedia production systems is one 20
of the main goals of Skywatch application, which is where the modules developed during this
theses are inserted, business is obviously an important part of the ecosystem that we are targeting. 22
As such we will be discussing the preliminary results of the showcase of the Skywatch application
and by association the Asset Tracing Module. 24
The Skywatch application was showcased this year in April, still in early development, in one
of the biggest media events in the world, the NAB Show [Bro]. 26
The reported results where far better than expected. We had multiple international media
companies interested in the product as for them it was a good priced solution with a multitude of 28
functionalities that could replace some of their legacy PAM, MAM or DAM systems.
These same companies showed interest to work close to us in future development of the Sky- 30
watch application and modules and suggesting other software integration that they deemed impor-
tant in their ecosystems. 32
In the after NAB Show times there were more contact with some companies regarding the
application and their interest in it. 34
30
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We consider that for this early stage software to already have this kind of visibility and interest
drawn upon is incredibly good, as it shows that it has a lot of space to grow and mature.2
31
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Future Work2
Given the complexity of the work present in this thesis, not only in terms of the new technology4
and methods but also because of the extra difficulty that it is to integrate new software with older,
sometimes even legacy, systems there is still a lot of work hat can be done.6
5.1 Software Interfaces
The mxfSpeedRail Interface was the first, and only as of June 2016, software interface coded8
to work with the Skywatch application. There is still a lot of other softwares used in multimedia
production systems that can be integrated with our platform to enrich the information present in our10
databases thus, letting us provide more insight onto the system as a whole. As a lot of production
environments still use older systems that do not have good GUIs or user friendly interfaces we12
can help fix this problem by implementing interfaces to this systems and using their information
to complement ours, making the user get their information more easily.14
5.2 Modules
Other than the three modules being developed as of June 2016, Simulation and Analytics, Smart16
Search and Asset Tracing, no other modules are being developed. While these three modules cover
the majority of present needs in the industry, as with the world as a whole, multimedia production18
environments are constantly changing and to embrace these changes we built this system to be
flexible to new modules. New modules are expected to appear to solve widespreaded needs or20
even a specific need by a client.
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5.3 Asset Tracing
There is still a lot of work to be done regarding the Asset Tracing module. At the time of writing 2
the Asset Tracing module only support a small fraction of all the functionalities present in the
mxfSpeedRail package. 4
5.3.1 mxfSpeedRail
Regarding integration with the mxfSpeedRail package there is still no integration with some of the 6
workflows present there. Workflows like merging two assets into a new asset or splitting an asset
into multiple ones are still at fault. 8
These workflows and features of the mxfSpeedRail system are currently the main focus of de-
velopment as integration with the underlying system and transforming the mxfSpeedRail package 10
and the Skywatch application into a single and powerful solution is our main goal.
5.3.2 Software Interfaces 12
Integration with other software interfaces, while not a priority at the current moment, is being
thought about and the current system is being developed in a way that will let us easily incorporate 14
the information collected by these new software interfaces into the system.
5.4 mxfSpeedRail Interface 16
While mostly complete there is still some features of the mxfSpeedRail Interface that could be
implemented or improved. 18
The way that we currently transmit the information collected by the modules is non standard as
the module has write permissions to the Application Database. In the future the Skywatch internal 20
APIs will be changed so that the software interfaces transmit the information to these APIs and
they handle the transformation and insertion of data into the Apllication Database. 22
5.5 Application Database
While standardized we still need to create more documentation on the formats of the documents 24
present in this database to ease the development of new modules for the Skywatch application.
5.6 Skywatch Internal APIs 26
Earlier in this document 3 we discussed the REST API and Webscoket API that help modules
get the information from the Application Database onto their Service Databases. While the cur- 28
rent solution is enough for the needs of the modules currently present we still need to add more
functionalities to make these APIs more generic and capable. 30
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There is also a need to create other APIs like SOAP as it is the currently standard method of
transmitting data inside some of the other solutions developed here, like the mxfSpeedRail.2
35
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Chapter 6
Conclusions2
While working on the mxfSpeedRail interface, Application Database, Asset Tracing Module and4
the Skywatch API we came to some interesting perspectives, either technically related to the soft-
ware and technologies used, or related to the business surrounding our solutions.6
6.1 A Technical Perspective
From the technical point of view whilst graph databases are not fully mature yet [SWX12] they8
present an interesting solution for problems related to graph-like data such as the ones present on
social networks, chemistry, biology, the Web and enterprise data [BO12].10
File integrity and validation has been a problem tackled for more than two decades now [KS94]
and the solution, based on file hashes, is stable and hasn’t changed much since then.12
Although some security systems implement a solution similar to ours in terms of the prob-
lems that it tries to solve, our final goals are very different and thus the implementation changes14
drastically. Our module is a very specialized piece of software aimed at multimedia productions
systems, unlike the security implementations that we have seen who seem to aim at general usage.16
The work present in this thesis was an interesting challenge and created a lot of opportunities to
learn new technologies and to apply existing solutions in other fields to the multimedia production18
world.
It was an enriching experience that proved successful as it was both working as planned and20
providing good and accurate results.
6.2 A Business Perspective22
As the result of the research conducted we can extract that analysing the file systems of enterprises
and team workflows can extract information otherwise hard to get [SP10][KSROSSBL09].24
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Such information can provide relevant data that users and managers can then use to improve
upon their methods and workflows to bring more creative time for themselves and their employees, 2
improving their performance and the quality of their work.
Being able to see in real time the changes that the files on the underlying systems are taking in 4
the network can provide a one click away functionality that allows them to know who is working
on which asset making it easier to manage teams and production and predict the time of completion 6
for their work.
The feedback received in the NAB Show in last April comes to validate our premises and gives 8
us support to continue to develop our software packages and change the way that multimedia
production environments operate. 10
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